Recent observations of regularly pulsating x-ray sources in binary star systems are analyzed in the framework of the "emission" theory of light, Assuming that light emitted by a source moving at velocity~with respect to an observer has a speed c' = c+ kg in the observer's rest frame, we find that the arrival time of pulses from the binary x-ray sources implies k& 2 x 10, This appears to be the most direct and sensitive demonstration that the speed of light is independent of the velocity of the source.
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The special theory of relativity' is founded on two distinct postulates: (I) Any law of physics which holds in one coordinate system al.so holds in identical form in any other coordinate system moving uniformly with respect to the first -this is known as the principle of relativity: and (II) the velocity of electromagnetic radiation is independent of the velocity of the source. Taken However, for 70-keV x rays (the highest energy at which the sources discussed below are known to pulse regularly) one has y = 20 kpc (= 3 x 10s' cm). Thus interstellar extinction will not invalidate observational tests made with Galactic hard-x-ray sources lying closer than the 10-kpc distance to the Calactic center or with extragalactic sources observed through the thin (-1 kpc) disk of our Galaxy. (If y were less than the distance D from Earth to the source, in the follow- 
Clearly, unless ekDv/c'«1, the time between pulses will not fit a simple sinusoidal Doppler curve. In fact, if &ukDv/c')1, it will appear that pulses arrive from more than one position in the orbit at the same received time, The absence of such "ghosts" (or anomalous pulses) in the observed x-ray pulses from the binary x-ray sourc- Table I) it appears that X» D, ensuring the lack of significant interstellar "extinction. "
However, to be conservative, we shall take the result from Her X-1 to be the most reliable since the present results assume that any stellar of eircumstellar "extinction" must occur predominantly in gas eorotating with the pulsating source. This is almost certainly true for Her X-1 which appears to be powered by Roche overflow mass transfer onto the neutron star. For Her X-1, the soft-x-ray cutoff energy derived from model spectral fits implies a gas column density arising in the source emitting region (and corotating with it). However, for sources such a.s Cen X-3 or SMC X-1 which may be powered by mass accretion from the stellar wind of a companion star, any significant extinction occurring in the stellar wind would still give rise to a time-dependent value of c' (depending on the value of the stellarwind velocity -typically 10' km/sec and greater than the orbital velocity), certainly producing (unobserved) ghost pulses and probably a pha. se shift (with v",~i n place of I'""}. With these remarks in mind, I conclude that restrial limit is about 10' times more stringent than the limit set by laboratory experiments.
In conclusion, the observed properties of the binary x-ray sources require that the velocity of electromagnetic radiation (x rays) be independent of the motion of the source to a high degree of accuracy.
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